
INSULIN

Folding mutations suppress
early beta-cell proliferation
Exploring how proliferation and maturation of beta-cells can be impaired

after birth will shed light on the origins of various forms of diabetes.
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I
nsulin is an essential hormone that is pro-

duced by beta-cells in the pancreas, and

then released in response to nutrients to

regulate metabolism throughout the body. The

proliferation rate of beta-cells peaks in the first

few months after birth, and then declines

throughout childhood to the very low levels seen

in adults (Figure 1A; Gregg et al., 2012; Kush-

ner, 2013). Insulin production also ramps up

in the neonatal period as beta-cells mature,

before steadying over time (Figure 1A;

Henquin and Nenquin, 2016). During this post-

natal window, it is unclear how stresses associ-

ated with insulin production influence the way

beta-cells adapt, in number and in functionality,

to meet nutritional needs. Knowing more about

these mechanisms would improve our under-

standing of how neonatal diabetes, type 1 diabe-

tes and type 2 diabetes develop.

The functional beta-cell mass is the product

of the total amount of beta-cells and their indi-

vidual responsiveness to nutrients. Functional

beta-cell mass is increased by proliferation and

maturation and decreased by programmed cell

death and the reversion of beta-cells to a less

mature state. The synthesis of normal insulin is

energetically expensive and inherently stressful,

resulting in the suppression of proliferation in

normal adult beta-cells (Szabat et al., 2016;

Ma et al., 2018). Misfolding of newly synthe-

sized insulin further increases endoplasmic retic-

ulum (ER) stress. In 1997, the Akita mouse strain

was reported with a cysteine to tyrosine muta-

tion in the insulin gene at position 96; this

mutation results in the protein misfolding, and

the animals developing progressive maturity-

onset diabetes (Yoshioka et al., 1997). A

decade later, it was discovered that a similar

mutation in human insulin causes permanent

neonatal diabetes (Støy et al., 2007). Mutations

of this type account for more than 10% of neo-

natal diabetes cases, but the molecular mecha-

nisms by which insulin misfolding affects beta-

cells were poorly understood. Now, in eLife,

researchers in Jerusalem (Riahi et al., 2018) and

Helsinki (Balboa et al., 2018) report comple-

mentary studies that break new ground in our

mechanistic understanding of the effects of insu-

lin mutations on growing and maturing beta-

cells.
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Gil Leibowitz of the Hadassah-Hebrew Uni-

versity Medical Center and co-workers, including

Yael Riahi as first author, conducted a detailed

comparison of male Akita and wild-type mice,

with a focus on the period just after birth

(Riahi et al., 2018). As embryos, there was no

difference in how the functional beta-cell mass

developed between these animals. However, in

pre-weaning mice (19 to 21 days after birth), the

beta-cells with mutated insulin were less able to

proliferate, which accounted for the shortage of

beta-cells found in adult Akita mice. Indeed,

Figure 1. Mutations in insulin and endoplasmic reticulum stress reduce the proliferation and the maturation of

beta-cells after birth. (A) The post-natal period (pink) is a unique time window when beta-cells proliferate robustly

(blue line) and insulin production (green line) increases (Gregg et al., 2012; Henquin and Nenquin, 2016). After

that short pre-weaning period, the proliferation rate drops and the production of insulin stabilizes. (B) When

mutations cause insulin to misfold, the genes in an ER stress pathway known as the unfolded protein response are

upregulated (green arrow). These mutations also lead to key beta-cell transcription factors being down-regulated,

which impairs the maturation of the beta-cells. Meanwhile, the down-regulation of the mTORC1 pathway also

leads to a reduction in the number of functional beta-cells (red arrows). Beta-cell stressors can increase the levels

of misfolded insulin (orange arrow), while interventions could therapeutically reduce the levels of misfolded insulin

(purple inhibitory arrow).
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there were no changes between the two groups

in the rate of programmed death or in the fre-

quency by which beta-cells reverted back to less

mature cells. However, as proliferation declines

with age, the relative contribution of pro-

grammed cell death to beta-cell mass increases

in mutant animals (Kushner, 2013; Bachar-

Wikstrom et al., 2013).

The Akita mutation was also associated with

lower insulin content per beta-cell, as well as

diminished insulin release in response to glu-

cose. With these two hallmarks of beta-cell

maturity being reduced, the ability to manage

blood glucose levels was impaired (Riahi et al.,

2018). An unbiased survey of gene expression in

newborn mutant animals (prior to high blood

sugar levels) showed that beta-cells from Akita

mice had elevated markers of ER stress and

decreased RNAs that encode for proteins

involved in beta-cell maturation. Pathways that

regulate cell growth, such as the one that relies

on the mTORC1 protein complex, were also

negatively affected. Indeed, activating mTORC1

in the beta-cells of Akita mice partially reestab-

lished normal beta-cell mass, insulin content,

and control of blood glucose (Figure 1B), but

this effect was transient (Riahi et al., 2018).

Interestingly, in older Akita mice, inhibiting

mTOR was previously shown to improve beta-

cell survival and glucose homeostasis (Bachar-

Wikstrom et al., 2013). This suggests that the

signaling pathway has opposite roles depending

on age, and perhaps that it is related to the

respective importance of proliferation versus

programmed cell death between the pre- and

post-weaning stages. Collectively, this detailed

analysis of pre-weaning Akita mice revealed that

ER stress has an important role in controlling the

proliferation and maturation of beta-cells.

To study how mutations in the insulin gene

influence human beta-cell maturation, Timo

Otonkoski of the University of Helsinki and col-

leagues – including Diego Balboa as first author

– derived ‘stem cells’ from neonatal diabetes

patients with mutated insulin, and used them to

make beta-like cells that could be grown in the

laboratory (Balboa et al., 2018). The team also

created a control group of cells with a matching

genetic background by using CRISPR-SpCas9 to

fix the mutations in the insulin gene. This elegant

approach represents the state-of-the-art for

determining gene function during human beta-

cell development, but better in vitro differentia-

tion protocols will be needed to interrogate the

roles of mutant genes in mature cells

(Johnson, 2016).

As was observed in the newborn Akita mice,

the human beta-like cells with the analogous

insulin mutations had increased ER stress, lower

rates of proliferation and impaired function com-

pared to the beta-like cells in which the muta-

tions had been fixed. There were no differences

in the level of programmed cell death at the

developmental stages tested. Surveying the

expressed RNAs of individual beta-like cells

revealed that, when mutations cause insulin to

fold, the genes that encode mTORC1 compo-

nents, beta-cell transcription factors, mitochon-

drial proteins, and drivers of proliferation were

all reduced. As expected, insulin misfolding

resulted in a surge of markers of ER stress

(Figure 1B), although it was notable that genes

involved in this process were only increased in

mature cells that produced high levels of insulin.

In fact, it was reported recently that patient-

derived beta-like cells that create less insulin,

but do not have misfolding mutations, exhibit

less ER stress (Ma et al., 2018). This supports

the notion that normal insulin synthesis is a sig-

nificant source of ER stress (Szabat et al., 2016).

A recent study suggested that the levels of insu-

lin mRNA can fluctuate 10-fold in individual adult

beta-cells (Xin et al., 2018). The mutated cells

examined by Balboa et al. showed increased

transcription of the insulin gene, yet the levels of

the hormone and of its precursor were signifi-

cantly lower, a phenomenon that deserves to be

carefully studied further.

The elegant work of Balboa et al. therefore

supports the observations made in diabetic

Akita mice, and shows that the relationship

between ER stress and beta-cell proliferation

also applies during human development. While

there are differences between the two species,

this robust example of mechanistic conservation

takes place in a research climate where some

are dismissive of animal models. Both Akita mice

and the neonatal diabetes patients from the

study by Balboa et al. are born healthy, indicat-

ing that the post-natal window is a critical

moment where beta-cells are susceptible to ER

stress. Many factors other than insulin folding

mutations can modulate ER stress and mTORC1

in neonatal beta-cells, including diet. This short

period of vulnerability and plasticity after birth

may therefore also be important in establishing

the risk for type 1 diabetes or type 2 diabetes

development later in life.
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